With the nuclear forces as derived in the first part of this paper the deuteron problem is integrated. In $7, natural units are introduced, vis. , the range of the nuclear forces 1/K=A/pc as the unit of length and the quantity Eo=p~c2/M as the unit of energy. With the adopted value of the meson mass, p=177 electron masses, we have 1/K = 2.18&)(10 cm and Z0= 8.68 Mev. The quantum states to be expected are discussed ($8 ($9) and the radial wave equations obtained. The order of the states is discussed qualitatively ($10) and it is made plausible that the ground state is a combination of a 'S and a 'D1 state, both in the neutral and in the symmetrical theory. The next higher triplet state is probably 'PI. Then the wave equation is solved numerically for the 'S state ($11), the position of this state being taken from experiments on the scattering of slow neutrons by protons. The method of the numerical solution is described, and a table constructed giving the interaction constant u = (23II/p) f'/Ac as a function of the cut-off distance xp=Kr0, a is found to depend only slightly on x0. The next section ()12) deals with the numerical integration for the triplet (ground) state.
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The following sections contain the results, In $13, the results for the neutral theory are given. A cut-off distance of 0.32 to 0.40 of the range of the forces will fit the positions of singlet and triplet state; these figures are very'reasonable from general considerations. The calculations are carried out with two alternative ways of cutting off, assuming the potential inside r0 either to be zero, or to retain the value .it had at ro. It is found that all physically sigriificant quantities are practically independent of the method of cutting off. The value of f'/Ac is 0.077 or 0.080, according to the method used. The wave function contains about 6.7 percent 'D1 state, the rest being 'S. This means that the sum of the magnetic moments of proton and neutron 'should be about 0.04 nuclear magneton greater than the deuteron moment which is just reconcilable with the present experimental data ($14) . In $15, the quadrupole moment of the deuteron is calculated. The values found are 2.70 and 2.61X10 " cm' using the two methods of cutting off; the sign is positive (cigar-shape 
as given by (34) . (If both particles are protons, the electrostatic repulsion should be added. ) In V, the distance between the two particles occurs in the form ar; therefore it will be convenient to introduce the abbreviation where M is the mass of the nuclear particle, Z the energy of the system and V the potential energy (36a) x=mr, x= z1, t Part I in Phys. Rev. 57, 260 (1940) . The sections, equations and references are consecutively numbered in Parts I and I I.
i.e. , to measure all distances in units of 1/z, which is the range of the nuclear forces. According to (Sb), 1/~=2. 18gX10 "cm. Ex' x' 3xj (37) Eo p'c'/3II. --
Obviously, it will be convenient to measure the convenient to put energy. in units of (39) This quantity appears to be the natural unit of energy" in nuclear physics, just as 1/~is the natural unit of length. Eo is the rest energy of the meson, multiplied by the ratio of the masses of meson and nuclear particle. With a meson mass of 177 m as assumed here (Eq. (8) ) Ex' x' 3x)
At large distances, this equation may be separated in polar coordinates. The spherically symmetrical solution is P =e-'*/x =. e-'*'/x,
)8. THE QUANTUM STATES OF THE TWO-BODY
SYSTEM
The tensor interaction V2 depends on the direction of x as well as its magnitude and . It has always seemed arti6cial to me to use the so-called "nuclear units" which are based on mc as unit of energy. As far as we know at present, electrons do not play an important part in nuclear forces, and even if they did, their mass would probably be irrelevant. This is already shown by the fact that all mass defects are large numbers in units of mc', rather than of the order unity.
which means that the probability of ending the particles at a distance between x and x+dx, Px It need hardly be emphasized that the structure of our spectrum has no relation to that found in Russell-Saunders coupling. In particular, the spectroscopic notation is used only for convenience and does by no means imply that states in the same triplet, e.g. , 'Po, ' yg --n(1) n(2), go = 2 '[e(1)P(2) +P(1)n(2)], (44b) x -i=P(1)P(2). 
Outside the cutting-off distance xp, we have V= -ae -/x (x)xp).
(57)
For x(xp, we consider the two alternative ways of cutting off discussed in f6, vis (a) The "zero cut-off" V= 0 for x (xp. The inner boundary condition on u is u(x=0) =0, determined from the condition that the outside and the inside solutions must join smoothly.
In the outside solution, we expand in powers of the potential. Obviously, such an expansion will converge rapidly for large x. We shall use it for x )2 when a~2, and only for x )3 when a)2. We write:
where both I& and N2 satisfy the wave equation
The integration gives up to terms of order c':
where Ei( -x) is the exponential integral (cf. Jahnke-Emde, (68a) In addition to these calculations with a cut-off potential, we calculated a for the case of no cutting off (xp=0).
In this case it was obviously not convenient to continue the numerical integration down to x=0. An analytical solution of (63a) was therefore obtained, viz. , 
The constants c' and c could only be determined by actually calculating v. It is simpler to obtain c from an extrapolation of the data in Table II .
For straight cut-off, we have instead of (68a) sin (z/zp&) and 
Outside solution
For very large x, a solution of (73) was obtained in terms of a power series. Unlike the case of the singlet state, only the terms without a and those linear in a can be expressed in terms of tabulated functions, this diff'erence being due to the energy term~in the wave equation. There is again one pair of functions in which y is "leading" while y vanishes for a=0, and another pair in which the reverse is true.
The pair in which g is the leading function is, up to terms linear in a:
The second pair of functions in which y is the leading one is: to the actual wave function (but still "on the side of" g2, f2).
We chose for the neutral theory
For the symmetrical theory and a=2, we took g(2) =2g2 gI~f(2) = 2f2 fI~(82b) while for greater a we used g2, f2 themselves. Even so, it was necessary to carry 5 significant figures in gI, fI, g2, f2
for small x in order to get the fourth figure in the result reasonably correct.
The The wave functions obtained as described were normalized by the condition (46), viz. , J~( x'+q')dx= I.
Our calculations give about 0.08 for f'/t'tc (cf.
Eq. 87) and therefore 0.5 or 0.8 for the above ratio for straight and zero cut-off, respectively. The wave functions X and y themselves are shown in Fig. 1 for the two ways of cutting off. The two graphs are seen to be very similar. Of the two wave functions, X behaves very similar to the usual wave function of the deuteron and has a flat maximum at x=0.6, i.e. , outside the cut-off distance but within the range of the nuclear forces. At large distances, x will always behave as e '* independent of the special form of the nuclear forces as long as the forces have short range. " The radial wave function of the D state, y, has a steeper maximum at a slightly smaller distance (x=0.5).
In Table IV, This means that f' is about 11 times the square of the electronic charge, e', or about the geometrical mean between e' and kc.
In Table IV " and r' are the coordinates of the proton with respect to the center of gravity of the deuteron, i.e. , one-half of the coordinates used in this paper which give the position of the proton with respect to the neutron. The average is to be taken for the magnetic state Sf=1; a positive quadrupole moment thus indicates that the deuteron is elongated along the direction of its spin, and vice versa. Putting r'= , 'r= x2/~-we have Q= (1/4gP)~tx (3 cosP 0 -1)+dr (92a).
The wave function P of the state &=1 is («(&2), (44)) f=x 'y(s) Fpp(8, pp)n(1)n(2)+x~pp(x)10 ' X [&pp(6&p) n(1)n(2) +3*' Ypy(d pp) I n(1)P (2) +0 (1) (93) Inserting (93) in (92a) we obtain Q = (1/10~') Jfx'dx(xq v2 -', p')-In other words, the 'D~state alone would give a negative contribution to the quadrupole moment ( --', p'). The interference term between S and D function, xq V2, is positive provided y and p have the same sign which is the case for our neutral theory. As long as y is not too large which again is fulfilled in our theory the positive term will predominate. Thus tke quadrupole moment will be positive,~n agreement witk the experiments of Kellogg, Rabi, Ramsey and Zacharias 89.
This was already deduced from qualitative considerations in )10.
The integral in (94) was calculated from the wave functions for the two types of cut-oR. The result is again almost independent of the cut-oR and the small existing difference of about three percent is mostly due to the difference in a.
A correct theory would therefore give a similar value provided the principle of cutting off singlet and triplet potential in the same way is preserved. The final result (cf. Table IV) (95a) could not be treated with the theoretical concepts deduced from the phenomena known previously or disagreed with them. E.g. , the cross section for the scattering of slow neutrons did not agree with the value deduced previously from the binding energy of the deuteron but required for its explanation the postulation of the singlet state of the deuteron -a postulate which was well confirmed later. The binding energy of the triton cannot be deduced from deuteron data but can be adjusted at will by changing the range of the forces. The binding energy of the n-particle disagrees with the forces deduced from the two-and three-body systems. In our theory, there are for the first time more experimental data than there are arbitrary parameters: The data are the positions of . triplet and singlet state of the deuteron, the mass of the meson and the quadrupole moment. The parameters are the nuclear unit of length, 1/~, the interaction constant a, and the cut-off distance xo. This makes it possible to calculate one datum from the three others. This has been achieved by using the principle of simplicity in the fundamental theory, particularly by the assumption that the spin-independent interaction is absent (Single Force Hypothesis, $5). The good agreement obtained justifies this hypothesis.
To judge the significance of Q for the shape of the deuteron we compare it with the average value of r"A, where r' is the distance of the proton from the center of gravity. We have 6'As other instances, the capture cross section of protons for slow neutrons, and the cross section of the photoelectric effect of the deuteron for 2.62-Mev p-rays may be quoted; also to some extent the energy dependence of the scattering of neutrons by protons. However, the theory of all these phenomena is almost independent of the range and nature of the nuclear forces so that the agreement proves only the short range of the forces. Our case is quite different in this respect. =3.31)&10 " cm for zero cut-off =3.28X10 "cm' for straight cut-off. (96) For comparison we note that for infinitely short range of the nuclear forces r"A"= 2.39&(10 " cm', i.e. , the finite range causes a moderate increase in the size of the deuteron as is to be expected.
We define the excentricity of the deuteron (96a) e would have the value 2 if the proton and neutron were constrained to move on a straight line in the direction of the spin. In our case (cf. (95) , (96)) that the 'P~state is also "higher" than the 'S.
To estimate the scattering of 'P~neutrons we write down the wave function at a finite energy. ' P = -cos (kx 18) +sin (kx+5) /kx. (100) Here k' is the relative energy of neutron and proton in nuclear units of 8. 
For values of x which are still large but not infinite we expand in powers of a and find:
Comparison with (98) gives tan 5=6=-, 'k'y= 0.80k'.
(100b) In view of this situation, it seems hardly necessary to give additional evidence against the symmetrical theory. However, it should be mentioned that the quadrupole moment has the wrong sign, negative instead of positive (cf. Obviously no such scheme for the P-disintegration is available when only neutral mesons interact with the nuclear particle. In the neutral theory it would therefore be necessary to fall back on the original Fermi theory in which a direct interaction was postulated between nuclear particle and electron-neutrino field. There are many points in favor of an indirect interaction via the meson field as in (101): The direct splitting of a nuclear particle into three particles seems. to lead to much more serious divergences at high energies than the splitting into two particles postulated in (101) . No other instance is known in nature where the fundamental process is a simultaneous emission of two particles whereas the emission of light or of gravitational waves is quite analogous to (101) in that a Bose particle is emitted or absorbed by a Fermi particle. Moreover, the assumption that mesons are an intermediate stage in P-emission obviously provides a much more unified picture of nuclear phenomena; and finally, it seems rather unlikely that the charged meson which, after all, is known to exist should play no role at all in nuclear phenomena.
On the other hand, it is well known that there is a serious quantitative discrepancy in the meson theory of P-decay. As Nordheim'6 has pointed out the observed lifetimes of P-active nuclei require an extremely short life for the meson itself. With the latest data on P-decay, and the most favorable theoretical assumptions, the half-"L. W. Nordheim and G. Nordheim, Phys. Rev. 54, 254 (1938) ; L. W. Nordheim, ibid. 55, 506 (1939) 
In the Yukawa theory, v=(2f'/z')(e ""/r 
B=O,
i.e. , A is the "total charge. " Then we obtain
v= J; (1/r -1/r')p(r')r"dr'. 
This range of the forces is only slightly too large and, correspondingly, the quadrupole moment will also come out somewhat too large, vis. , about 5X10 " cm'. It is evident that a minor modification will make this theory agree with experiTerms of order e " have been neglected since z is about 6.5. If we assume a moderate range of the nuclear forces, x will be about 3 (cf. (108a)), y will be small and s=3 (cf. (109b) ). This will make the first factor of (109) The results of this section can therefore be described as wholly negative.
fl19. OTHER PossIBILITIEs. ' 
CONcLUsION
Mgller and Rosenfeld" " have proposed to introduce two entirely separated meson fields, one of which is described by a vector wave function just as our field, while the other has a pseudoscalar wave function. The interaction between two nuclear particles consists then of two parts: The part due to the vector field which we have considered in this paper may be written U= (f'/~') [e, e2V'(s ""/r)--eI grad (e2 grad (e ""/r))]. (111) The interaction due to the pseudoscalar field has the form U'=(f"/~')e~grad (e2 grad (e "'/r))
Choosing, e.g. , f'=f, the grad grad terms will cancel and thus the tensor interaction will vanish. There remains then only the central force e& cr2V'.
If we choose f' slightly larger than f, we shall retain a small tensor interaction whose sign is opposite to that in the vector theory.
It is evident that this will solve our difhculties, at least qualitatively: The smallness of the tensor interaction will enable us to get the correct position of singlet and triplet state with a small, and therefore reasonable, cutting-off radius. The change of sign will give the correct (positive) sign of the quadrupole moment.
Mpller and Rosenfeld have pointed out" that their assumption will also solve the discrepancies ' C. Mgller and L. Rosenfeld, Nature 144, 476 (1939) . in the theory of the P-decay. They assume that one of the two kinds (vectorial and pseudoscalar) of mesons disintegrates rapidly into electron plus neutrino while the other kind disintegrates only slowly. The second kind would then be the one found in cosmic rays while the first kind is responsible for the P-decay of nuclei.
While it must be admitted that the Mdller- 
